
Librixer Foodtech
We redefine sustainable food through a dry, fast and 
energy efficient material comminution process that 
maximizes resources and minimizes waste



L I B R I X E R

Examples of liberated materials

Millet hullMillet source Millet kernel

Rapeseed source Rapeseed hull Rapeseed kernel Rapeseed germ

Oak source Oak ”smoke flavour” Oak ”vanilla flavour”

Pea source Pea hull Pea kernel Pea starch Pea protein

www.librixer.com *BCG March 2021, Food for thought: The protein transformation

The Librixer technology solution makes the food 

production process more sustainable and efficient 

and can for example enable protein liberation from 

legumes. Librixer provides a new technology with a 

more cost-efficient process for dehulling and protein 

– starch separation with the benefit of a natural 

commodity to be used by food producers – optimizing 

the harvesting and protein extraction processes.

“Decreasing the cost of these liquid-solid separation 

steps is a major level for alternative-protein companies, 

and there is room for start-up technology disruption 

here because this is an oligopolistic industry segment 

with technologies that have not evolved in decades.” *

PEAS AND LOVE INTO VEGAN PROTEIN – AND MORE

https://www.librixer.com/


Librixer is a Swedish innovation company with the mission to redefine 

sustainability by liberating locked value, refine products, reuse materials 

and reduce waste, also resulting in a significantly reduced CO2 footprint.

L I B R I X E R

www.librixer.com

Vegetables

Starch

PROTEIN

The Librixer process is a proven technology 

enabling new application areas. The solution makes 

it possible to liberate and extract different kinds of 

raw materials from various objects – enabling you to 

refine and reuse your own materials while reducing 

waste in a more efficient and sustainable way. 

Librixer utilizes many types of high frequency 

physics simultaneously to liberate and micronize 

materials; enabling them to be purposefully both 

used and reused. You could call it magic – we call 

it a lean, clean anti-greenwashing-machine.

The Librixer process

Gentle liberation of
materials through high 
frequency physics

Dehulling and 
separation of 
protein and starch 
from legumes

https://www.librixer.com/


Hull sorting

Fiber output
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A complete protein production process based on Librixer
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Librixer model Librixer 21’’

Process type Continuous without 
grinding media

Operating principle High-frequency stress 
and particle collisions

Operating speed 500–3800* rpm
*depends on model

Machine steel SS–1.4301/1.4404

Surface finish Standard Ra = 6.3
Food grade Ra = 1.2 

Drive options Top drive with direct drive
Side drive with belt drive

Librixer model Librixer 21’’

Rotor assembly 4 or 6 levels

Machine options With cooling

Weight (up to) 3200 kg

Height (machine only) 4200 mm (direct drive)
3270 mm (belt drive)

Footprint 1600x1500 mm (direct drive)
1600x1800 mm (belt drive)

Electrical power 3x400 VAC (EEC)
90 kW motor

Technical Data
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